
BENNY BING’S PORTRAITS OF WOMEN OF COLOUR CELEBRATE CONTRIBUTIONS TO 
STYLE, BEAUTY, AND POWER  

Visual Art Exhibition Titled “Colour Blind” Opens June 15-16 in Toronto, Curated By  
Ashley McKenzie-Barnes  

TORONTO, June 14, 2019. Fine art artist Benny Bing latest exhibition titled, “Colour Blind” 
opens in Toronto Saturday June 15 at Neighbourhood Studios. The exhibition features boldly 
coloured paintings that celebrates the myriad of contributions of black women to the 
landscape of style, beauty, and power. Each painting elicits a dialogue between the artist and 
the viewer through challenging the social and historical complexities of race and beauty. 


“Colour Blind is meant to give back to the amazing women that have contributed to our culture 
and to show that colour is beautiful and it should never be ignored but embraced.” says Benny 
Bing, Artist and Exhibition Founder. “Through the bright and bold paint colours, I wanted to 
highlight the strength, softness, and attitude that is often overlooked in traditional beauty 
norms. These women inspire me and it’s time to shine a spotlight on their power.” 


The exhibition was assembled through the lens of acclaimed curator, Ashley McKenzie-Barnes, 
who’s recognized for leading the charge in fine art diversity and race inclusion within Canada. 


“Putting together a visual art exhibition that celebrates women of colour is a big step in the 
right direction for Canadian art.” says Ashley McKenzie-Barnes. “Allowing the community to 
come together to celebrate and admire the beauty of the black women will open dialogue and 
opportunities for every Torontonian.” 


Colour Blind exhibition details:  

Opening Reception - Saturday, June 15th. 6pm-Midnight

Artist Talk - Sunday, June 16th. 3pm-7pm


Neighbourhood Studios | 24 McGee Street, Toronto ON

RSVP at https://www.bennybing.com


Colour Blind, is generously supported by Calm Collectiv, Neighbourhood Studios, CBC, The 
Logan Residences, Ace Hill, Artstall and GXCentrik. 
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About Benny Bing: 


Benny Bing is a self-taught Toronto based artist of Nigerian descent. His passion for portraiture 
illuminated through the use of complimenting acrylic hues has built him a great following. His 
ability to capture the emotion on each of his subjects faces shines through in each piece. 
Bing’s cool reoccurring colour palate has built great depth in distinguishing his brand.




Benny has shown in 6 major solo shows and several group exhibitions, alongside such artists 
as Fucci, Sandra Chevrier and Pure Evil. He has also been shown at major art fairs in Toronto 
and Miami. Benny Bing has produced commissions for Dave Chappelle, The Weeknd and 
Milos Raonic. His works are currently housed at The Norman Rockwell Museum in 
Massachusetts, The Bartholomew Condominiums, Maple Leafs Sports & Entertainment 
Headquarters in Toronto and can be found in private collections worldwide.


About Ashley McKenzie-Barnes: 


Scarborough-born, Ashley McKenzie-Barnes is a full-time Creative Director, independent

Curator and part-time Academic Professor at Humber College, with over a decade of 
integrated experience in the advertising, entertainment, corporate, and non-profit sectors. Just 
announced as one of the 2019 curators for Nuit Blanche Toronto, her work has included 
programmed exhibitions, creative collaborations and installations for companies such as 
Samsung, Manifesto Festival and Artscape, and is no stranger to executing within a variety of 
DIY spaces and traditional galleries to major institutions like the Art Gallery of Ontario.
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